IMA MENTORING TOOLKIT

We are looking for the best mentoring program ideas to include in our IMA Toolkit. If you have a strategy/idea related to the following topics, please send them to us for consideration.

Topics include:
- Theory
- Skills
- Questioning
- Assessment
- Reflective Mentoring
- Appreciative Mentoring
- Culturally Responsive Mentoring

Call for Mentoring Toolkit Ideas

CONTACT MIRIAM WITMER AT MWITMER@MILLERSVILLE.EDU
-1-717-871-4167 (USA)
Deadline for consideration
March 1, 2020

SUBMIT YOUR IDEAS TO BE PUBLISHED IN THE IMA TOOLKIT

JANUARY IS NATIONAL MENTORING MONTH!
DONATE TO GIRLS ON THE RUN

INTERNATIONAL MENTORING ASSOCIATION
January is National Mentoring Month!

During this month, IMA is focused on working together to increase the number of mentors for young people in our communities. In honor of someone who has mentored you, click on the Donate button on the IMA website to make a donation. This year the funds will be donated to Girls on the Run (GOTR). https://mentoringassociation.org/

At the end of the month, the IMA will share our total donation! Girls on the Run International was established in 1996 and reaches girls at a critical stage, strengthening their confidence at a time when society begins to tell them they can't. Volunteers serve as mentors to girls in 3rd through 8th grade and address the whole girl by underscoring the important connection between physical and emotional health.

Girls on the Run® is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization dedicated to creating a world where every girl knows and activates her limitless potential. For more information about Girls on the Run, click on the donate links.